Given by the Numbers

Given reached 22% Real Food this year!

What is the Real Food Challenge?

The Real Food Challenge is a national organization that provides universities with tools and strategies to support the development of a sustainable, local, fair, and humane food system through responsible procurement decisions.

What's new?

On April 17, 2017, UVM announced it had met the Real Food Campus Commitment to serve 20% Real Food by 2020. UVM set a new goal of 25% by 2020.

Given Partnerships

Given purchases from Catamount Farm (UVM's Educational Farm) and the UVM Proctor Maple Research Center. These purchases increase Given's local and organic items, while supporting UVM research and educational efforts to create a strong, more sustainable food system.

Real Food Commitments
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Given's Real Food Over the Years
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- Local and Organic Tofu
- Local and Organic Maple Syrup
- Humane shell eggs
- Fair or organic coffee
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22% → 25%